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Help other rehabilitators by sending
any research projects your organization
is working on to the NWRA Research
Committee so it can be shared with our
community.
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Share your Knowledge!

In an effort to promote and support research, one
of the primary objectives of the NWRA Research
Committee is to develop and provide research
mentoring assistance.

The National Wildlife Rehabilitators Association
Grants Program awards research grants in
the field of wildlife rehabilitation. Proposals
for research studies are encouraged! To find
out more about NWRA grants and previously
funded proposals, please visit our website:

Wildlife rehabilitation is a young science and is
frequently criticized for the lack of quantitative
evidence describing survivorship, behavioral responses,
and overall reproductive fitness of rehabilitated wildlife
following release.

If you have an idea for a research study at your wilidlife
rehabilitation facility, but need assistance with study
design, statistical analyses, or manuscript preparation,
please contact the NWRA Research Committee Chair.

www.nwrawildlife.org

Banding a rehabilitated White-breasted
Nuthatch prior to release.

Newly banded rehabilitated Cooper’s Hawk
ready for release.

Rehabilitated Ruby-throated Hummingbird banded and
awaiting release.
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Post-release Studies
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Successfully completed post- release studies are
needed to bridge this information gap in order to
improve rehabilitation techniques, allow for continued
growth within the profession, and further contribute to
scientific knowledge.

Banding rehabilitated
migratory birds with federal
bands is to document longterm survival and return
to normal behaviors, such
Comparison of Eagle and Hummingbird
bands.
as successfully breeding and
migrating. If your organization does not band released
birds, please consider partnering with a federally permitted
bander. Banding is a less invasive way to gain valuable
information on rehabilitated wildlife. To learn more about
banding and permits, please visit: www.pwrc.usgs.gov.

Banding Information
Needed!
NWRA is also looking for summarized band return
data highlighting
individual
rehabilitation cases
to share with the
wildlife rehabilitation
community through
the NWRA website.
Brown Pelican being banded pre-release.
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NWRA encourages and supports research studies of
rehabilitated wildlife and the wide dissemination of
information that is gained from such studies.

Post-release studies are
vital for documenting
wildlife survival, dispersal,
and behavior after release.
Such studies also offer an
opportunity to evaluate
and compare the successes
A Bobcat wearing a VHF collar that was
released by PAWS Wildlife Center in
of different approaches
Lynnwood, WA.
and techniques used in
current rehabilitation practice.
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